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About me 

Master in Business Administration and in 
Sciences, CFA Charterholder, Master in 
International and European law

10y consulting of start ups

20y banking experience in Investment 
Banking advising large corporate firms on 
their 
financial strategy

10y experience managing projects and 
companies on behalf of large financial 
institutions (Civil Society, women and 
migrant livelihood)

Lives since 2020 in Vienna, Mother of two 
lovely twin girls of 20y old, aim for triathlon 
this summer.

Certificate in ESG Investing, GRI Certified 
Sustainability Professional, member of 
RespACT and of United Nations Global 
Compact, working from Climate Lab in 
Spittelau 
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Why are you and me here? 

Futurewise Partners empowers companies and asset owners to 

navigate the evolving landscape of sustainability and reporting. 

We transform challenges into 
sustainable growth opportunities.

In collaboration with like-minded organizations, we are 

committed to creating ecosystems that accelerate collective 

impact and the adoption of regenerative practices.

FutureWise Partners is Member of the GRI community, UN 

Global Compact Austria and RespAct. It is registered in 

Austria, operating at Climate Lab

What about you?
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Where did it all start: from Paris 2015 to Vienna today

What is Sustainable Finance - what do we mean by that (focus on CSRD and SFDR)

What does that mean for my company in terms of challenges and opportunity

Why and How can I prepare for it

Our Agenda
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Adopted by 196 Parties at the UN Climate 
Change Conference (COP21) in Paris on 12 
December 2015

2015: Paris

International treaty on climate change - 
legally binding for counties

Limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C 
above pre-industrial levels => greenhouse 
gas emissions must peak before 2025 at 
the latest and decline 55% by 2030

Each country submit their national climate 
action plans, known as Nationally 
Determined Contributions (NDCs)

Europe: Fit for 55’ legislative package
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2019: Europe

The European Green Deal 
is a policy framework aimed at making the EU’s 

economy sustainable by turning climate and environmental 
challenges into opportunities, and making the transition just and inclusive for all.

SUSTAINABLE 
FINANCE: CSRD EU TAXONOMY EU Green Bond 

Standard
Sustainable Finance Disclosure 

Regulation (SFDR)

CBAM ETS Etc. Nature 
Restoration Law

Waste 
Framework 

Directive

Single-Use 
Plastics 

Directive

Farm to Fork 
Strategy make 
food systems 
fair, healthy, 
and 
environmentall
y-friendly.

Others

Zero Pollution 
Action Plan 
for Water, Air, 
and Soil

Renovation 
Wave 
Strategy

Sustainable 
and Smart 
Mobility 
Strategy

EU Forest 
Strategy for 
2030

European Climate Law: legislative 
backbone that legally binds the EU to 
its climate neutrality goal by 2050. 

Fit for 55: policy proposals designed to 
ensure the EU meets its target of 
reducing net greenhouse gas 
emissions by at least 55% by 2030, 
compared to 1990 levels.

Biodiversity 
Strategy for 2030: 
overall goals and 
ambitions for 
biodiversity and 
ecosystem 
restoration

Circular Strategy action 
plan focusing on reducing 
waste and ensuring that 
resources are kept in use 
for as long as possible

Etc.

Taxonomy

SFDR

CSRD

Green Bonds

Regulation 
on Plastic 

Materials for 
Food Contact

Etc.

Packaging and Packaging 
Waste Regulation (PPWR)
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Sustainable Finance Action Plan and Strategy

6 main goals:

Extend the sustainable finance toolbox to facilitate 
access to transition finance

Increase the contribution of the financial sector to 
sustainability

Improve the inclusiveness of small and 
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), and consumers, 
by giving them the right tools and incentives to 
access transition finance.

Enhance the resilience of the economic and 
financial system to sustainability risks => climate 
change stress tests by banks

Develop international sustainable finance 
initiatives and standards, and support EU partner 
countries

Ensure the integrity of the EU financial system and 
monitor its orderly transition to sustainability

Goal: encourage the integration of environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors into the 
financial sector. It aimed to reorient capital flows towards sustainable investment in order to 
achieve sustainable and inclusive growth.
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What is Sustainable Finance

Sustainable finance requires the incorporation of 
sustainability considerations into investment and 
financing decision-making processes through the use 
of ESG (environmental, social, and governance) 
criteria.

There are a Sustainable Finance Framework and 
Sustainable Finance Products
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EU Sustainable Finance Products
(to be discussed in the next workshop)

Green Bonds: finance 
projects that have positive 
environmental impacts

Social Bonds: proceeds are 
specifically used for projects 
with positive social 
outcomes

Sustainability-Linked Loans 
(SLLs):  interest rate, can vary 
depending on the 
borrower's achievement of 
predetermined sustainability 
performance targets.

Sustainable Funds: 
Investment funds that 
allocate capital to 
companies or projects based 
on their ESG performance, 
aiming to generate 
sustainable, long-term 
financial returns alongside 
positive societal impacts.

ESG Integration in Asset 
Management: Inclusion of 
ESG factors into traditional 
financial analysis and 
investment decisions, aiming 
to identify material risks and 
growth opportunities.

Green Mortgages: Mortgage 
loans with favorable terms 
for the financing of 
energy-efficient and 
sustainable homes.

Carbon Credits and 
Offsetting: Financial 
instruments representing a 
reduction in greenhouse 
gases that can be purchased 
by companies or individuals 
to offset their own carbon 
emissions.
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EU Sustainable Finance 
Framework

EU Taxonomy Regulation: 
classification system to guide 
investors, companies, issuers, 
and project promoters in 
transitioning to a low-carbon, 
sustainable economy. 
A sustainable economic 
activity has 
• to be assigned to a defined 

taxonomy activity by 
the EU,

• contribute substantially to 
one of six defined 
environmental objectives, 

• do not significantly harm 
any of the remaining 
environmental objectives,

• comply with a series of 
minimum social safeguards.  

Taxonomy

SFDR

CSRD

Green Bonds

Sustainable Finance 
Disclosures Regulation 
(SFDR): climate and 
environmental risks will be 
managed and integrated 
into the financial system. 

EU Green Bond 
Standards: high-quality 
voluntary standard for 
bonds financing 
sustainable investments 

Corporate Sustainability 
Reporting Directive 
(CSRD): Requires 
companies to disclose 
information on how they 
operate and manage 
social and environmental 
challenges. 

Disclosures TOOLS

Ecolabels for Financial 
Products 

EU Climate Benchmarks
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Austria - Green Finance agenda

Comprehensive strategy presented 
by the Federal Ministry for Climate 
Action (BMK) and the Federal 
Ministry of Finance (BMF) that 
pursues three key objectives:

Mobilizing capital to protect 
the climate and make Austria 
sustainable, 

Managing climate-relevant 
risks accordingly

Promoting transparency, a 
long-term approach, and 
effective impact in 
the capital market. 
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What all of this mean for the 
Private Sector
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EU Sustainable Finance Framework
What does that mean for Banks

Banks Asset Managers Large corporate 

Invest where it makes sense: “give loans to sustainable activities and stop funding 

non sustainable ones”

Manage your risks to avoid repeating 2018 and hence include the climate linked 
risks (physical and transition) into your risk assessment 

Give me tools to be able to see that you are walking the talk

● Green Asset Ratio

● ECB climate stress test

● Green supporting factor
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EU Sustainable Finance Framework
What does Banks need

Banks Asset Managers Large corporate 

Green Asset Ratio: assets that finance and are invested in EU Taxonomy-aligned 

economic activities as a proportion of the total covered assets . So banks need from 

as many corporate as possible, their % of Turnover, Capex and OPex eligible as 

sustainable by the EU Taxonomy. Large companies need to report it but what 
about SMEs?

It might also help the banks in their capital requirement => they are really 
interested by showing good ratio

ECB Climate stress tests: in order to assess the transition risk or how their exposure 

is at stake in function of the climate scenario, they might ask you some questions on 

your emissions or on your transition plan. 
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For large companies: EU Taxonomy

Taxonomy

Taxonomy-eligible: Activities identified as eligible 

6 environmental Objectives: 

● Climate change mitigation (2021)
● Climate change adaptation (2021)
● Sustainable use of water and marine resources (2023)
● Transition to circular economy (2023)
● Pollution prevention and control (2023)
● Protection and restoration of biodiversity and ecosystems (2023)

Taxonomy-aligned: Taxonomy-eligible activities that fully comply with the EU Taxonomy’s 
technical screening criteria for substantial contribution; they do no significant harm and with 
the minimum safeguards.

Eligibility Ratio: Key Performance Indicators based on the their Turnover, their Capital 
Expenditure (CapEx), their Operational Expenditure (OpEx)

Banks Asset Managers Large corporate 
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EU Taxonomy - ÖBB Example

Taxonomy

Banks Asset Managers Large corporate 
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SMEs: Example of what they can 
ask you => OeKB > ESG Data Hub
https://www.oekb-esgdatahub.com/index.html

Banks Asset Managers Large corporate 
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How can you be prepared? 

Start now to assess the datas you have and you might 
take some time to get

Fill the form of Oekb

Look at the figures and what they are telling you - any 
surprise?  How should they be?
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EU Sustainable Finance Framework
Potential for cheaper funding

• Tie the economic outcomes, such as interest 

rates, to the borrower's performance against 

agreed-upon sustainability targets. 

• Porsche Holding Salzburg - €200 million 

sustainability-linked loan for a tenor of three 

years - pricing adjustment mechanism that links 

its margin to CO2 emissions, share of battery 

electric vehicles sold and women 

in management

Sustainability Linked loan Exemple: 

• UniCredit Bank Austria sustainability  

investment or working capital loan for SMEs 

(from 750,000 EUR)

• The trend is moving towards two-way pricing 

adjustments, meaning the borrower's interest 

rate could decrease for meeting targets or 

increase for poor performance against the KPIs 

and Sustainability Performance Targets (SPTs).

Banks Asset Managers Large corporate 

Taxonomy
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EU Sustainable Finance Framework
What does that mean for Asset managers and you?

SFDR

Banks Asset Managers Large corporate 

Asset Managers combine various financial instruments like shares, bonds, currencies etc 
to create funds that they then sell to institutional clients like pension funds or insurance 
company but also to retail investors (individual persons)

These stakeholders need to verify the claims of these funds that they are “green”, 
“sustainable”, “net zero” etc.

In order to do that the EU introduced the Sustainable Finance Disclosures Regulation 
(SFDR) to bring transparency and comparability in financial products (and hence 
incentivise the transfer to more sustainable investments)

The funds are classified as Article 6 (no sustainability scope), Article 8 (promote 
environmental or social characteristics (light green) or Article 9 (have sustainable 
investment as their objective (dark green))
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EU Sustainable Finance Framework
Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive

The Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) and the associated European 

Sustainability Reporting Standards (ESRS) is obliging all large companies to report 

publicly not only their financial performance and strategy but also their sustainability 

performance and strategy. 

Banks Asset 
Managers

Large 
corporate 

CSRD
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EU Sustainable Finance Framework
Beyond reporting obligation, why are large companies caring about it? Why do they need your info? 

Taxonomy

SFDR

CSRD

Green funding

Banks Asset Managers Large corporate 

COST OF FUNDING - 
Listed Debt

Appetite from 
(institutional) investors 
in  green loan - See 
next session

COST OF FUNDING - 
Equity
The greener the 
activities are (and 
proved to be), the 
bigger is the 
opportunity to be 
included in more funds 
and hence have a 
lower cost of funding. 

COST OF FUNDING- 
Debt
The more sustainable, 
the cheaper it is for the 
banks and normally for 
the clients

Potential to ask for 
Sustainability Linked 
Loan. 

REPUTATION RISK

Corporate are deemed 
accountable for what is 
happening in their 
value chains, especially 
regarding Labour and 
Human Rights. They 
want to know how 
their suppliers are 
handling this risk
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EU Sustainable Finance Framework
CSRD: what does that mean if you do not need to report?

Banks Asset Managers Large corporate 

Your clients might need to report and assess their scope 3; they cannot be satisfied with 
80% being “suppliers”. They will need information related to your purchase of raw 
materials, your energy consumptions..in other words your GHG Emissions. 

The clients are also responsible for what is happening in their value chain in terms of 
Labour law and Human Rights

A large part of the reporting is covering the value chain

Have you already been asked to fill such a form?

CSRD
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EU Sustainable Finance Framework
CSRD: Example of supplier commitment - Umicore

Banks Asset Managers Large corporate 

CSRD
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Examples of supplier queries

Banks Asset 
Managers

Large 
corporate 

CSRD
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How can you be prepared? 

Start measuring your emissions and understand them

Start to assess ESG datas you have and the ones you 
might take some time to get

Discuss with your suppliers, do they have already a 
supplier code of conduct

Only a burden? What ‘s in for me?CSRD
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In Conclusion - Why should you care

Access cheaper 

funding

Meet the requirements 

of stakeholders

Improve Financial 

performance

Gain a competitive 

advantage
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Where to start
Be a first mover and gain a competitive advantage 

Strategise

Determine why 
you are doing what 
you are doing and 
what does matter 
for you

Tools: (Double) 
Materiality analysis

Measure

Identify the 
important metrics 
for you & your 
stakeholders - 
establish 
measurement plan 
and processes

Tools: Carbon 
measurement 
platform + OeKB 
ESG Hub

Discuss with 
your bank

Discuss how they 
see the coming 
demands, what is 
important for 
them.

Discuss your 
funding needs with 
links to your 
sustainability plan

Discuss with 
your clients

Who are your main 
clients?

Do they need to 
report under 
CSRD?

Be proactive in 
discussing with 
them what they 
will probably need

Sustainability 
Plan/ Report

Show you walk 
the talk

Start small but do 
start

Engage the 
organisations and 
suppliers

Tools: Global 
Reporting Initiative 
(GRI)
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Next Workshop

How to raise funding 
(if you are a large 
company) through  
sustainable Finance

How to ask your 
insurance 
management pension 
plan of your company 
whether they are 
investing in a 
sustainable way

How to invest the 
cash of your company 
in a sustainable way

How to invest your 
individual money in a 
sustainable way
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Email:
sramboux@futurewisepartners.com

Telephone:
+43 660 361 63 13

Website
www.futurewisepartners.com

We would be glad to 
support you in your 
sustainability journey


